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ABSTRACT
As a part of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) systems have been introduced for finding solutions to the modern problems of automotive transportation such as traffic efficiency, passenger comfort and security. To
achieve cooperation, actors on the road must use internal sensors
and communication. Designing such a controller is not an easy
task when the problem is considered in its entirety, since the interactions taking place in the environment (from vehicle physics and
dynamics to multi-vehicle interaction) are extremely complex and
hard to model formally. That is why many ITS approaches consider many levels of functionnalities. In this article, we will show
our work toward the design of a multiple-level architecture using
reinforcement learning techniques. We explain our work on the
design of a longitudinal ACC controller, which is the first step toward a fully functionnal CACC low-level controller. We describe
the design of our high-level controller used for vehicles coordination. Preliminary results show that, in some situations, the vehiclefollowing controller is stable. We also show that the coordination
controller allows to have an efficient lane allocation for vehicles.
At last, we present some future improvements that will integrate
both approaches in a general architecture centered on the design of
a CACC system using reinforcement learning.

1.

INTRODUCTION

More and more sensors are used today to gather information related to a number of components inside vehicles. Even though this
information is used mainly for monitoring, some applications go
even further and use it to gain knowledge on the environment of
the vehicle. With information on the state of the environment, it
becomes possible to make driving decisions that can help solve today’s transportation problems, working toward an increase in the
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efficiency of traffic but also in the comfort and security of passengers. Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) [19] are interested in developing technology to settle those issues.
One of ITS’s main focus is on Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC),
which is a good example of where the technology is headed. ACCs
use sensors to detect preceding vehicles and adapt the cruising velocity of a car according to what might lie ahead. If a preceding
vehicle is present, the car automatically slows down to avoid collision and keep a safe distance behind. Already, ACCs are available
in high-end vehicles [2]. Still, today’s ACC systems are limited as
they do not provide a mean to share information between surrounding vehicles. As states Tsugawa [18], the use of inter-vehicle communication could help fulfill the goals of ITS by providing a system for vehicles to share with others sensor data representing their
environment. With a communication system, ACCs become Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control systems (CACCs), which have
communication and cooperation between vehicles as primary concerns. Clearly, the ultimate goal is to design controllers in order to
enhance today’s traffic efficiency and passenger comfort and security.
To design ACC and CACC controllers, reinforcement learning
is certainly a good solution. Indeed, some reinforcement learning
algorithms allow us to learn an optimal policy for acting in an environment without knowing its exact inner workings. However, in
the most general case, it is not possible to design a controller taking into account the entire problem of cooperative cruise control
because of the complexity of the task. In this case, we consider a
two levels approach. The first one is focusing on low-level control where a vehicle follows another vehicle at a secure distance,
by acting directly with the throttle and observing the concrete results on the inter-vehicle gap. This level is car-centered and can be
modeled by a Markov Decision Process (MDP) that can be solved
using algorithms that learn on-line, such as Temporal-Differences
(TD) algorithms. On the other hand, the second level is of higher
level and focuses on vehicle coordination. In that context, a learned
policy could choose the best driving lane for every vehicle located
on a highway system. Because of the multiagent point of view of
this subproblem, it could benefit from the use of Stochastic Games
to be modeled as an extension to MDP.
In this article, we will present some results in the design of controllers working together in solving both the low-level and the highlevel previously introduced. In the next section, we present the state
of the art of MDP and reinforcement learning for mono and multiagent settings. In section 3, we present the general architecture that
links the low and high-level controllers. In section 4, we present
the design of the low-level ACC controller. In section 5, the highlevel coordination controller is introduced. Then, section 6 presents

experiments for both layers and section 7 presents a discussion on
the improvements that can be done on both sub-problems. At last,
section 8 contains related work and we finish with a conclusion.

2.

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
AND GAME THEORY

Reinforcement learning allows an agent to learn by interacting
with its environment. For a mono agent system, the basic formal
model for reinforcement learning is the Markov Decision Process
(MDP). A MDP is a tuple < S, A, P, R > where
• S = {s0 , · · · , sM } is the finite set of states where |S| = M ,
• A = {a0 , · · · , ap } is the finite set of actions,
• P : S × A × S → ∆(S) is the transition function from
current state, agent action and new state to probability distribution over the states,
• R : S × A → R is the immediate reward function for the
agent.
Using this model, the Q-Learning algorithm calculates the optimal values of the expected reward for the agent in a state s if the
action a is executed. To do this, the following update function for
state-action values is used:
Q(s, a) = (1 − α)Q(s, a) + α[r + γ max Q(s′ , a)]
a∈A

′

where r is the immediate reward, s is the next state and α is the
learning rate. An episode is defined by a sub-sequence of interaction between the agent and its environment.
On the other hand, Game Theory studies formally the interaction
of multiple rational agents. In a one-stage game, each agent i has
to choose an action to maximize its own utility U i (ai , a−i ) which
depends on the others’ actions a−i . An action can be mixed if the
agent chooses it with a given probability and can be pure if it is
chosen with probability 1. In game theory, the solution concept is
the notion of equilibrium. For an agent, the equilibria are mainly
based on the best response to other’s actions. Formally, an action
aibr is a best response to actions a−i of the others agents if
U i (aibr , a−i ) ≥ U i (a′i , a−i ), ∀a′i .
The set of best responses to a−i is noted BRi (a−i ).
The Nash equilibrium is the best response for all agents. Formally, a joint action aN , which regroups the actions for all agents,
is a Nash equilibrium if
∀i, aiN ∈ BRi (a−i )
where aiN is the action of the ith agent in the Nash equilibrium and
a−i
N is the actions of other agents at Nash equilibrium. A solution
is Pareto optimal if it does not exist any other solution in which
one agent can improve its reward without decreasing the reward of
another.
The model which combines reinforcement learning and game
theory, is called stochastic games [1]. This model is a tuple <
Ag, S, Ai , P, Ri > where
• Ag is the set of agents where card(Ag) = N ,
• Ai = {ai0 , · · · , aip } is the finite set of actions for the agent i,
• P : S × A1 × · · · × AN × S → ∆(S) is the transition
function from current state, agents actions and new state to
probability distribution over the states,

• Ri : S × A1 × · · · × AN → R is the immediate reward
function of agent i. In team Markov games, Ri = R for all
agents i.
Among the algorithms which calculate an equilibrium policy for
team Markov games, Friend Q-Learning algorithm, presented by
algorithm 1, introduced by Littman [11], allows to build a policy
which is a Nash Pareto optimal equilibrium in team games. More
specifically, this algorithm, based on Q-Learning, uses the following function for updating the Q-values at each step:
Q(s, ~a) = (1 − α)Q(s, ~a) + α[r + γ max Q(s′ , ~a)]
~
~
a∈A

with ~a, the joint action for all agents (~a = (a1 , · · · , aN )).
Algorithm 1 Friend Q-Learning
Initialize :
Q = arbitrary Q-Value function
for all episode do
Initialize initial state s
repeat
Choose ~a which maximize Q(s, ~a)
each agent i carries out action ai
−→
Observe r, a−i and next state s′
→
−
Q(s, ai ) = (1 − α)Q(s, ~a) + α[r + γ max~a∈A~ Q(s′ , ~a)]
s = s′
until episode termination condition
end for
There are many techniques for choosing the joint action at each
step of the learning in this algorithm. We use in this paper the
ǫ-greedy policy. That means that, at each time, each agent has a
probability 1 − ǫ to choose the action which maximise the Q-value
for the current state and a probability ǫ to choose a uniform random
action. This allows the exploration of the joint action set. The size
of this set is exponential in term of the number of agents. This is a
real problem for real situations where the number of agents is high.

3. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
The general architecture for CACC is described by Figure 1.
The positioning and communication systems provide information
to build a world model used by the action choice module to give
commands to the vehicle. However, as we said before, it is not
possible to solve the problem of vehicle cooperation with only one
controller designed by reinforcement learning. That is why we divided the problem into two sub-problems and, consequently, two
controllers. Furthermore, the action choice module is divided in
two layers: the Guidance layer and the Management layer based on
Hallé’s approach [7] and described in Figure 2.
The Guidance layer controller takes as inputs details on the previous state of the vehicle and, by using communication, on the state
of other vehicles to take secure driving decisions. Such a control
loop taking into account the state of preceding vehicles could help
avoid instability of a string of vehicles controlled by CACC. Intervehicle communication is necessary to observe the longitudinal stability of cooperating vehicles [17]. Such stability requires knowledge of the acceleration of the leader of the platoon of the preceding vehicle, which could be provided by cooperation through the
communication system. Here, we present a preliminary solution,
described in section 4. It is based on reinforcement learning and is
used to design an ACC acting policy. We will explain the design

of a policy for the longitudinal control of a single vehicle, a follower, that can react to acceleration changes of the leader. Those
acceleration changes are given, for now, by a sensor providing the
inter-vehicle distance.
On the other hand, the Management layer is in charge of vehicle
coordination at high-level. In our current approach, this layer has
to find the best driving lane for each vehicle on an highway system
according to the other vehicles’ states and actions as described in
section 5. The Management layer takes as input information from
sensors and from the communication system according to a certain
partial view of the road. Each vehicle is able to know the current state and the actions of other vehicles in a certain range. With
this fixed range, a policy is designed to choose the most effective
lane for each vehicle according to the accessible information for
each agent. This layer sends recommended driving actions to the
Guidance layer by choosing one of the many low-level controllers
(for example, following a preceding vehicle, changing lane, etc.).
In this article, the low-level controller we present is the vehiclefollowing controller.

Figure 2: CACC Architecture

tance in time between two vehicles and by the difference between
those distances at two consecutive steps.
DistT ime =

(P ositionLeader − P ositionF ollower )
V elocityF ollower

(1)

Figure 1: CACC control loop using reinforcement learning
∆Dist = Distt − Distt−1

4.

REINFORCEMENT FOR
GUIDANCE LAYER

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an interesting technique for the
design of a longitudinal controller because it enables us to abstract
from the complexity of car physics and dynamics that have an important computing cost. With algorithms such as Q-Learning, one
can learn by choosing the actions and observing their results directly in the environment. Put into an ACC context, it is possible to
learn an acting policy in a simulated highway system by taking actions on the cars’ brakes and throttle, and observing the results. The
policy obtained can be used as a longitudinal controller to safely
follow a preceding vehicle.
To apply this RL framework, we first had to model the problem
by defining the states, actions, goals and rewards. Our first approach was to use variables such as the position of a leading car and
of a follower, their velocities and accelerations, etc. Clearly, this
state definition put us up against the curse of dimensionality, and it
became impossible to have a discrete state space precise enough to
learn a valuable policy. We modified our state definition by consolidating numerous state variables. This allowed us to use a smaller
discretization and to reach a better precision with only two variables. Since driving can be seen as a sequential decision problem,
there is no problem in modelling it using a MDP and discrete state
variables. As seen in section 7, part of our future works will be to
implement techniques to better approximate the continuous aspects
of the problem. For now, our discrete state space was built around a
state definition containing variables similar to those used in [14] for
a fuzzy logic controller, as we defined our states by the relative dis-

(2)

As seen in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the time distance takes into account the relative position between the two vehicles and also the
velocity of the follower, while the differences of the time distance
between two consecutive time steps gives a signal about the movement of the vehicles relative to each other (whether they are closing
up since last step, or getting farther). The time distance is the main
variable for identifying the follower’s position related to the secure
distance, while the difference in time completes the Markovian signal, as it adds to the state definition an evaluation of the relative
acceleration or deceleration. This relative movement between vehicles is needed to take an informed decision on the action to take at
the next time step. Those actions were taken directly on the brakes
or throttle (only one action per time step is chosen), closely simulating human interaction. The actions were discretized, according
to a percentage of pressure on the pedal, from 0 to 100 by increments of 20.
The goal was defined as a secure distance to reach behind a preceding vehicle. That distance was specified as a time range and was
defined as 2 seconds (± 0.1 sec.), as it is a value often used as a secure distance in today’s ACC systems [2]. To reach the goal, we set
the rewards accordingly, with a positive reward given when the vehicle was located in the specified time range. We also set negative
rewards when wandering too far or too close from the time ratio we
were looking for. The behaviour the agent was supposed to learn
was to reach the secure distance specified as the goal, and to stay
in that range for as long as possible.
Those elements were put together in a RL framework, and the
policy obtained, learned in a simulated environment, formed the
core of our longitudinal controller. The environment, a simulated
highway system built in previous work, featured complex car physics

and dynamics as described in [9]. Since the simulation environment was using continuous time, we had to define the time interval
at which action decisions would be taken. The action chosen at
the specified time frame would be taken for the whole frame. To
observe an accurate behaviour of the vehicle, we had to set the
time step between each action decision to a small value (50 milliseconds). But in such conditions, the observation of real vehicle acceleration needed many consecutive acceleration actions, a
behaviour that could not be learned in a decent time with normal
state space exploration. To overcome this problem, we had to use
a heuristic to speed up learning. The heuristic specified that every
time the car was behind the desired time ratio, the best acceleration
action known from experience was taken. By ignoring in that case
the braking actions, this action selection technique directed rapidly
the agent towards more rewarding locations of the state space.

Figure 3: ACC control loop based on reinforcement learning

Put into context, Figure 3 shows that using RL simplifies the design of a longitudinal controller. The closed-loop controller takes
as inputs the vehicle’s state as described earlier, and selects the
appropriate action according to the policy that was learned. Such
a technique is obviously simpler than the complex mathematical
analysis needed to predict precise car physics and dynamics for acting, as our controller basically hides in a black box vehicle physics
and dynamics. It is possible for the agent to learn the optimal behaviour by taking driving actions and observing their results on the
time distance and its difference between two time steps. In the next
section, we will show results obtained by using this policy for longitudinal vehicle control.

5.

COORDINATION BY
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING:
THE MANAGEMENT LAYER

In this section, we describe the design of the Management layer
and, more precisely, the design of the policy to select the most efficient and safest lane for each vehicle according to their current
state and action.

5.1 Problem Description
Coordination of vehicles is a real world problem with all the
difficulties that can be encountered: the environment is partially
observable, multi-criteria, has complex dynamic, and is continuous. Consequently, we establish many assumptions to simplify the
problem and apply multiagent reinforcement learning algorithms to
solve it.
The vehicle coordination problem presented here is adapted from
Moriarty and Langley [12]. More precisely, three vehicles, each

Road direction

Ag3
Ag2

Ag1

Come Back
Figure 4: Initial state for 3 × 7 problem

represented by an agent, have to coordinate themselves to maintain
velocity and avoid collisions. Each vehicle is represented by a position and a velocity. The goal of the learning algorithm is to find
the best policy for each agent in order to maximize the common
reward and also to avoid collision. The common reward is defined
as the average velocity at each turn.
Figure 4 represents the problem’s initial state. The environment’s
dynamics, states and actions are sampled in the easiest way: each
case represents one meter and we assume that each vehicle can enter in a case. This simple discretization is repaired by the guidance layer, which will effectivelly calculate and apply the real control on the vehicle. This allows to handle uncertainty on position
and velocity at this level of decision. The vehicles’ dynamics are
simplified to the following first order equation with only velocity
y(t) = v × t + y0 . For this example, we simulate the road as a
ring meaning that a vehicle is returned to the left side when it quits
through the right. The state of the environment is described by the
position xi , y i and the velocity v i of each agent i. Collisions occur when two agents are located in the same tile. The agents do
not know the transitions between states. Those transitions are calculated according to the velocities of the agents and their actions.
At every step, each vehicle tries to accelerate until a maximum of
5 m/s is reached. If another vehicle is in front of him, the agent in
charge of the vehicle sets its velocity to the front vehicle’s velocity.
At each step, a vehicle can choose three actions: stay on the same
lane, change to the right lane and change to the left lane. Each
episode has a maximum of 10 steps. The reward at each step is set
to the average velocity among all vehicles. If a collision occurs, the
episode stops. The size of the set of states is in O((X ×Y ×|V |)N )
with X the number of lanes, Y the length of the road, V the set of
possible velocities and N the number of agents. We assume, in this
problem, that each agent controlling one vehicle is able to see only
its own local state (position, velocity). To obtain the states of other
agents, we assume that communication is needed.

5.2 Partial Observability
In this section, we introduce our approach by describing the
Friend Q-learning algorithm with a local view for the agents. Then,
we introduce the same algorithm but using a partial local view of
distance d. This partial local view allows the reduction of the set of
states and/or the set of joint actions. If no reduction is done, the exact algorithm associated is Friend Q-learning. When only the set of
states is reduced, we propose Total Joint Actions Q-learning (TJA).
From this algorithm, we reduce the set of joint actions and we propose another algorithm: Partial Joint Actions Q-learning (PJA).
In this article, we do not consider the reduction of joint actions
alone, because this reduction is lower than the reduction of the set
of states.

5.2.1 FriendQ with a local view

5.2.2.1 TJA Q-Learning.

Ag3

In a first step, as in classical Friend Q-learning, we consider an
algorithm that takes into account the complete joint actions. This
assumption implies that all agents are able to communicate their
actions to others at each step without cost. The Q-value update
function is now :

Ag1

Ag2

Ag3

Agent 1

Q(fdi (s), ~a) = (1 − α)Q(fdi (s), ~a) + α[r + γ max Q(fdi (s′ ), ~a)]
~
~
a∈ A

Ag1

for agent i. When d = dtotal, we have a small reduction factor on
the state set of XY , because we do not take into account, in our
specific problem, the absolute position of the center agent.
Agent 2

Ag3

5.2.2.2 PJA Q-learning.

Ag2

Ag3

Agent 3
Ag1

Ag2

Figure 5: State and Partial States for d = 2

In a second step, the algorithm takes into account only the actions where agents are in the partial local view as specified by d.
This reduces dramatically the number of joint actions which has to
be tested during the learning. This partial local observability allow
us to consider a variable number of agents in the multiagent system.
Formally, we define a function g i which transforms the joint action ~a into a partial joint action gdi (~a, s). This partial joint action
contains all actions of agents in the distance d of agent i. The Qvalue update function is now :
Q(fdi (s), gdi (~a, s)) = (1 − α)Q(fdi (s), gdi (~a, s))
+α[r + γ

To introduce partial observability, we define the notion of local
Q-Value and local state. Each agent uses the same algorithm but on
different states. A local state is defined from the real state of the
multiagent system for a center agent. All other agents positions are
defined relatively to this central agent. This means that the same
real state belonging to the set S will give different local states. For
an agent i, the set of possible local state is S i . We introduce a
function f i which transforms the real state s to a local state si for
agent i. Formally, ∀s ∈ S, ∃si ∈ S i such that f i (s) = si for all
agents i. In this version of the algorithm, each agent uses Friend
Q-learning algorithm as described in section 2 but updates its Qvalues for the local states and not for the real state.

5.2.2 FriendQ with a partial local view
To measure the effect of partial observability on the performance
we define the partial state centered on one agent by introducing
a distance of observability d. Consequently, the initial problem
becomes a d-partial problem. The distance d can be viewed as an
influence area for the agent. Increasing this distance increases the
degree of observability. Moreover, from a communication point
of view, in real world problems, the communication cost between
two agents depends on the distance between them. Communicating
with a remote agent is costlier than with a close agent. We define
dtotal as the maximal possible distance of observability for a given
problem.
In d-partial problem, the new state is defined as the observation
of the center agent for a range d. More precisely, an agent j is in
the partial state of a central agent i if its distance is lower or equal
than d from the central agent i. Formally, the function fdi uses the
parameter d to calculate the new local state. Figure 5 provides an
example of the application of fdi on a state s and gives the resulting
partial states for each agent with a distance d = 2. Agent 1 sees
only Agent 3 but Agent 3 sees both Agent 1 and 2. The new size of
the set of states is O(((2d + 1)2 × V )N ). The number of states is
divided by approximately (Y /(2d+1))N , if we neglect the number
of lanes which is often small compared to the length of the road.

max

~
a~d ∈Gid (A,S)

Q(fdi (s′ ), a~d )]

~ S) returns the set of joint actions with
for agent i where Gid (A,
a central agent i and a distance d. We can see that the result of the
partial joint action depends on the current state.

6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experiments at Guidance Layer
To learn the control policy, we used the Q-Learning algorithm, as
described in section 2, with the reinforcement learning framework
described in section 4. The learning task was defined as episodic,
with each episode composed of 1000 steps of 50 milliseconds and
we considered the task as semi-continuous, since it did not end
when the agent reached the goal. The agent’s optimal behaviour
was to reach the goal, the secure following distance, and stay inside that range for as long as possible. The policy shown here was
obtained after running 10 000 episodes.
The learning scenario used two vehicles: an automatically controlled leading car and an agent car trying to learn the control policy
to follow the preceding vehicle by using our RL framework. The
leading vehicle started 3 meters in front of the learner, and accelerated to reach the velocity of 20 m/s. The agent had to learn
the policy by receiving rewards for trying different acceleration or
braking actions.
Afterwards, we tested the resulting longitudinal controller based
on the policy learned with the same scenario. Notice that the policy
was run on-line once, and, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, we
obtained good results according to the specified time distance.
Figure 7 shows the time distance between the vehicles during the
simulation. Again, we see that the agent was able to learn to stabilize around the goal that the agent was looking after. Those results
illustrate that the time distance is much more variable than the distance in meters. This is in part from the fact that slight differences
in relative positions or velocities of the vehicles can modify the ratio (see Eq. (1)), although the relative distance in meters between

present, for all results, the average total sum reward over 25 learnings with each episode lasting 10 steps. More
P precisely, the reward
presented on following figures uses R = 10
t=1 vt where vt is the
average velocity over all vehicles at each step t of the episode. The
y-axis is consequently the average of R over 25 learnings.
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the vehicles might not change much. Another reason that could
explain those results is the fact that our actions were not highly discretised. Hence, choosing at two consecutive steps different actions
(for example, a braking action of 60%, followed by an accelerating
action of 100%) might in the end affect velocity, causing important
modifications on the ratio between two steps. Finally, the ratio used
for the calculation of the distance in time (Eq. (1)) again explains
the highly unstable values of the first seconds of the simulation
(Figure 7), as the time distance is undefined when the velocity of
the following vehicle is null.
In the end, we observe good stability around the safe distance
which shows that we were able to learn a policy to follow the vehicle safely, without knowledge of the inner workings of the environment. Clearly, small disturbances in time ratio are not amplified
but come back to the desired value.

6.2 Experiments at Management Layer
In this section, we compare empirically the performance of the
totally observable problem (FriendQ) and the performance of the
approximated policy (TJA and PJA). We present three kind of results: first of all, we compare the algorithms on a small problem P1
defined by size X = 3, Y = 7, the set of velocities V = 0, · · · , 5
and the number of agents N = 3. Consequently, in this problem,
the maximal distance that we can use to approximate the total problem is dtotal = 3. The 3-partial state is a local representation of
the totally observable state because we are sure that all agents are
visible from others in this representation. In the initial state (Figure 4), velocities of the agents are v 1 = 1, v 2 = 2 and v 3 = 3. We
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Figure 9: Rewards for Partial Joint Action Q-learning for
problem P1
Figure 8 shows the result of TJA Q-learning with distance from
d = 0 to d = 3. This algorithm is compared to the total observation problem resolved by Friend Q-Learning. For d = 0, d = 1
and d = 2, TJA converges to a local maximum, which increases
with d. In these cases, the approximated values are respectively
of about 86%, 89% and 94% of the optimal value. When d = 3,
that is, when the local view is equivalent to the totally observable
view, the average sum rewards converges to the total sum rewards
of Friend Q-learning. However, since we do not take into account
the absolute position of the center agent, TJA converges faster than
Friend Q-learning. Figure 9 shows the results of PJA Q-Learning
on the same problem. As previously, for d = 0, d = 1 and d = 2,
PJA converges to a local maxima respectively of about 76%, 86%
and 97%. These values are lower than TJA’s value but, for d = 2,
the value is still close to the optimal.
For the second result, we compare PJA Q-learning for two different problems. We define a correct approximation distance dapp for
each problem, where the associated policy is close to the optimal
value. In the vehicle coordination problem presented here, the optimal value is the best lane choice. The first problem is the same as

previously (Figure 9) and we can show that dapp = 3 for this problem. In the second problem P2 , we enlarge the number of lanes
and the length of the road (X = 5, Y = 20, V = 0, · · · , 5 and
N = 3). This problem increases the number of states but decreases
the possible interactions between vehicles because they have more
space. For the second problem P2 , Figure 10 shows the comparison between Friend Q-learning and PJA Q-learning from d = 0 to
d = 7. We can see that from d = 4, there are only small differences between PJA and Friend Q-learning. Consequently, for this
problem, we can see that dapp = 4. The difficulty of this approach
is the need to calculate the optimal policy, which can be intractable,
to get dapp .
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40.5 ± 0.2
40.6 ± 0.2
40.5 ± 0.2
40.0 ± 0.2
38.6 ± 0.2
33.9 ± 0.3
34.4 ± 0.4
P4
37.6 ± 0.3
38.4 ± 0.2
38.8 ± 0.4
38.7 ± 0.4
38.7 ± 0.2
38.9 ± 0.2
38.5 ± 0.1
35.1 ± 0.4
34.3 ± 0.3

ǫP2
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 2%
∼ 5%
∼ 15%
∼ 15%
ǫP4
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 0%
∼ 8%
∼ 11%

Table 1: Average Rewards and standard deviation after 50000
episodes
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Figure 10: Rewards for Partial Joint Action Q-learning for
problem P2
As we can see, we need to generalize this result to know the dapp
parameter without calculating the optimal policy. To present the
third result, we calculate the ratio DS = XY /N which represents
the degree of space for each agent. Obviously, if the space (X or Y )
increases, then each agent has more space for itself. As we study
a problem where the team of agents has to handle only negative
interaction, the higher the ratio, the more space agents have. We
compare the performance of our PJA algorithm for different ratios.
The ratios for the first two problems are respectively DSP1 = 7
and DSP2 = 33. We add two new problems P3 (X = 5, Y =
20, V = 0, · · · , 5 and N = 5) and P4 (X = 6, Y = 28, V =
0, · · · , 5 and N = 4) where the ratios are respectively of 20 and 42.
Table 1 presents the results for each problem after 50000 episodes.
For each problem, we define the correct approximation distance
Rd
1
dapp such as 1 − ( R app ) < ǫ. When ǫ = 0.01, dP
app = 3,
f riendQ

P3
P4
2
dP
app = 4, dapp = 2 and dapp = 2.
To discover a relation between the ratio DS and the value of
dapp , we compare in Figure 11, the link between DS and the ded
gree of observability, defined as d app where dtotal is the maximal
total
distance for a given problem. For example, dtotal for the problem
P1 is 3. We can see that the degree of observability decreases with
the degree of space for each agent. We calculate an interpolated
curve assuming that the degree of observability cannot be higher
than 1 when DS < 7. We can see that the needed observability
decreases and tends to 0 when DS increases. With this relation
between both the observability and the degree of space, we can
evaluate, for other problems how would be the dapp value.
Thus, introducing the locality of the view allows us to limit the
observability of the state. More precisely, this approach allows us
to use the partial version of Friend Q-learning in real world problems where the state is always partially observable. We obtain an
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Figure 11: Link between observability and degree of space

approximation of the optimal policy without knowing the transition function. This approximation can be very close to the optimal
policy.
In our approach, we do not explicitly take into account communication for many reasons. First of all, in real world problems,
choosing the right communication cost is not an easy task. Furthermore, as we said previously, the communication cost depends not
only on the messages sent but also on the distance between senders
and receivers. This problem complicates the design of communication cost. Knowing the value of the approximated policy and of
the associated communication policy (and consequently, the cost
of this policy) to obtain the n-partial state, the multiagent system
designer can get a good approximation for the real world problem.

7. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The Guidance layer could benefit from a few ameliorations in
order to raise its effectiveness and precision. First, as noted in section 4, it is clear that with our current discretization technique, it is
necessary to use a heuristic to direct the state space exploration and

to observe learning in decent time. However, since the use of the
heuristic cannot give us the certainty that every state will be visited,
that technique leaves a lot of states unexplored, yet some of those
unexplored states could eventually be visited while acting on-line.
As a solution, we will be looking to discretize while learning (instead of at the initialization phase) the state variables describing the
policy. We could use techniques such as those proposed by Munos
[13] where the policy could be discretized according to the areas of
the state space where extra precision is needed. We could also discretize actions using such a technique, where refined actions could
possibly be used according to the level of discretization of the current state. The use of such a technique could help us approximate
continuous actions and state variables and have a more precise control policy.
We would also like to use and take advantage of inter-vehicle
communication in the learning process for low-level longitudinal
controllers. Vehicle communication could provide environment information for the RL process, and the agent could learn secure longitudinal control policies to be used in environments where multiple vehicles would be involved. We hope to design a CACC longitudinal controller using reinforcement learning, where information
on the state of other vehicles would be transmitted and taken into
account in the decisions of a driving agent (resulting in a control
loop similar to the one in Figure 1). More specifically, we would
like to observe how those controllers are doing according to the
string stability of a platoon of vehicles using such policies.
We would like to use our learning algorithm on different scenarios (for example, hard-braking of the leader, stop and go situations,
etc.) as to obtain a controller that could react to most driving situations.
As for the Management layer, we plan to evaluate more theoretically the relationship between the degree of observability and the
performance of the learned policy. To define some formal bounds,
we will certainly need to use complex communication cost. Finally,
introducing the physical distance for a measure of observability is
basic. We plan to discover others kind of distance between agents
to measure observability to generalize our approach to positive and
negative interaction management problems in teams. Finally, it will
be very interesting to study the effect of partial local view to noncooperative cases.
Finally, since both of our two RL approaches seem to give good
results separately, we will look to integrate them into a fully functional CACC system. Consequently, the next step of our work will
be to integrate both approaches: the high-level Management Layer
will be taking decisions to select the best low-level controller according to its assessment of the multiagent environment.

8.

RELATED WORK

A lot of related work has been done in recent years in the design of CACC systems. Regarding the vehicle-following controller,
Hallouzi et al. [8] did some research as part of the CarTalk 2000
project. These authors worked on the design of a longitudinal
CACC controller based on vehicle-to-vehicle communication. They
showed that inter-vehicle communication can help reduce instability of a platoon of vehicles. In the same vein, Naranjo and
his colleague [14] worked on designing a longitudinal controller
based on fuzzy logic. Their approach is similar to what we did
with reinforcement learning for our low-level controller. Forbes
has presented a longitudinal reinforcement learning controller [5]
and compared it to a hand-coded following controller. He showed
that the hand-coded controller is more precise than its RL controller
but less adaptable in some situations. However, Forbes did not test
explicitly communication between vehicles to improve its longitu-

dinal controller to a multi-vehicle environment (which will be the
focus of our future work). Our approach will also integrate our
low-level controllers with a high-level multiagent decision making
algorithm, which was not part of Forbes’ work.
Regarding the reinforcement learning in a vehicle coordination
problem, Ünsal, Kachroo and Bay [21] have used multiple stochastic learning automata to control the longitudinal and lateral path of
a vehicle. However, the authors did not extend their approach to
the multiagent problem. In his work, Pendrith [15] presented a distributed variant of Q-Learning (DQL) applied to lane change advisory system, that is close to the problem described in this paper. His
approach uses a local perspective representation state which represents the relative velocities of the vehicles around. Consequently,
this representation state is closely related to our 1-partial state representation. Contrary to our algorithms, DQL does not take into
account the actions of the vehicles around and updates Q-Values
by an average backup value over all agents at each time step. The
problem of this algorithm is the lack of learning stability.
On the other hand, our high level controller model is similar to
Partially Observable Stochastic Games (POSG). This model formalizes theoretically the observations for each agent. The resolution of this kind of games has been studied by Emery-Montermerlo
[4]. This resolution is an approximation using Bayesian games.
However, this solution is still based on the model of the environment, unlike our approach which does not take into account this
information explicitly since we assume that the environment is unknown. Concerning the space search reduction, Sparse Cooperative
Q-Learning [10] allows agents to coordinate their actions only on
predefined set of states. In the other states, agents learn without
knowing the existence of the other agents. However, unlike in our
approach, the states where the agents have to coordinate themselves
are selected statically before the learning process. The joint actions
set reduction has been studied by Fulda and Ventura who proposed
the Dynamic Joint Action Perception (DJAP) algorithm [6]. DJAP
allows a multiagent Q-learning algorithm to select dynamically the
useful joint actions for each agent during the learning. However,
they concentrated only on joint actions and they tested only their
approach on problems with few states.
Introducing communication into decision has been studied by
Xuan, Lesser, and Zilberstein [20] who proposed a formal extension to Markov Decision Process with communication where each
agent observes a part of the environment but all agents observe
the entire state. Their approach proposes to alternate communication and action in the decentralized decision process. As the optimal policy computation is intractable, the authors proposed some
heuristics to compute approximation solutions. The main differences with our approach is the implicit communication and the
model-free learning. More generally, Pynadath and Tambe [16]
have proposed an extension to distributed POMDP with communication called COM-MTDP, which take into account the cost of
communication during the decision process. They presented complexity results for some classes of team problems. As Xuan, Lesser,
and Zilberstein [20], this approach is mainly theoretical and does
not present model-free learning. The locality of interactions in a
MDP has been theoretically developed by Dolgov and Durfee [3].
They presented a graphical approach to represent the compact representation of a MDP. However, their approach has been developed
to solve a MDP and not to solve directly a multiagent reinforcement
learning problem where the transition function is unknown.

9. CONCLUSION
In this article, we presented a preliminary CACC approach which
combines a low-level controller to carry out low-level actions such

as following vehicles and a high-level controller which coordinates
vehicles and chooses the right low-level controller according to the
state of other vehicles. These controllers have been designed using reinforcement learning techniques and game theory for multiagent coordination. We showed that reinforcement learning can provide very interesting results for the efficiency of the low-level ACC
controller as well as for coordination control. This article showed
promising results for complete CACC design using reinforcement
learning.
However, much work has to be done to implement every CACC
functionalities with reinforcement learning techniques. Even though
we described vehicle-following control and lane-changing coordination, many other control policies could be added. We plan to
improve efficiency of our approaches and integrate them into our
general architecture to test it in a realistic vehicle simulator.
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